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Message from the Editor 
 
Good things take time my friends - and this issue of Self Tacker has been a long time 
coming.  But winter seems to have arrived and that means you will have time to read this 
issue.  There is a fair bit to cover - minutes of the AGM, results and a report from the 
2019 champs, a report from the Lowry Bay Endurance event and some cruising notes 
from Lake Hawea.  Plus an article on Jonty Farmer, our 2019 Life Member that is a must 
read. 
 
Since the last Self Tacker we have a new website (www.noelex25.org) and a new face-
book page (www.facebook.com/groups/noelex25).  The new facebook page is a group 
page so anyone can post and connect with other members.  Maybe other members can 
help you with that winter maintenance project or you can cheer up everyone’s winter by 
posting some pics from your summer sailing adventures.  And if you don’t use facebook 
but you have a question, email me and I will post it for you.  
 
We have had a request to manufacture more of the rubbing strip that fits a Noelex 25 
but we need to see how much interest there is before we proceed as we have to buy a 
bulk order.  If you would like to learn more about the process of replacing the strip, post 
a question on the facebook page or let me know and I’ll put you in touch with people 
that went through the process last time.  And if anyone can help us out by storing the 
unsold lengths of rubbing strip, please let me know. 
 
Following the AGM and a poll of members, it looks like we will be heading to Naval Point, 
Lyttleton for the 2020 National Champs.  The venue and date will be confirmed soon and 
posted to the website and facebook page.  It would be fabulous to repeat the 17 boats 
that we had at the 2019 champs on Lake Taupo.  With 17 boats, there are races within 
races, something for everyone and plenty of people to talk to during the post race de-
brief.   
 
Happy reading everyone.  And if you get inspired and want to share your adventures, we 
might get enough content for another newsletter this year. 
 
Nikki Johnson (Fidelio) 
noelex25association@gmail.com  

Membership Invoices 
 

Invoices will be emailed out soon  for 2019 membership. 
Please pay them by internet banking if possible. 
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Lowry Bay Yacht Club 24hr Endurance Yacht Race  
Edward Cox & Matt Corcoran  

 

This year the Lowry Bay Yacht Club 24hr Endurance Yacht Race proved it is an ideal 

event for Noelex 25s with two of our class entered, Pulse (LBYC) and Tussock Jump-

er (TYC).  They may have been the smallest boasts in the fleet,  but both proved size 

doesn't matter in a distance handicap race.  

 

The start at 1100 on Saturday 16 March was a crowded affair off the Days Bay wharf in a 

rising northerly. Pulse sustained  damage to a couple of stanchions after a Davidson 28 

made a late luff for the pin end but the two Noelexs got away together with Tussock 

Jumper leading them out.  The visitors showed good form initially, sailing slightly faster 

and higher than Pulse for the first two legs up to the Petone wharf.  

 

The first quarter of the race is two long harbour legs, approximately 13nm each, with a 

long spinnaker run down to the forward leading light before beating back up to Pt Howard 

and where the water is flat and the track fast.  Picking a route up wind became important 

as the wind slowly dropped  later in the afternoon and the inshore side of Ward Island 

proved quicker.  Pulse gained some separation and tried to make what gains they could 

as conditions lightened Being only 4 up may have given them a small advantage.  

 

By dusk it was calm enough to cook on Pulse but on Tussock Jumper is was cold ra-

tions.  A southerly change forecast for late evening had all yachts keeping an eye toward 

the harbour entrance and scheduling early rest watches.  A late moon was obscured by 

cloud and finding the marks became an exercise in picking the lit buoys  against the 

backdrop of land lights - "go the BP service station and count three street lights along" 

became the exercise. The last 30 minutes  of northerly were quiet, just keeping the boat 

moving in the smooth water.  

 

At 2300 the southerly arrived in typical fashion; on time and initially fast and noisey. The 

northerly-set night course around Somes Island now became a largely fast reaching track 

across Petone to Horokiwi but with a close-hauled beat across the lee-shore of south 

Somes reef.  Yachts that could make it without tacking held their lap times.  Charging up-

wind in the dark gave a great sensation, with wind and sea conditions just in the range of 

the Noelexs being able to hold a full main.  Nevertheless, it was always a relief to round 

the Ward Island mark, hoist the kite and enjoy the downwind run back to the lap start/

finish line off the Seaview Marina entrance.  
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 Crews were required to text or radio in as they crossed the line each lap and the on the 

two Noelexs the small gap between them was being monitored closely.  

 

During the graveyard shift the southerly dropped, but even when lighter it has more puff 

to it than the northerly.  Keeping the kite up on an almost beam reach across Petone 

beach became a delicate judgment. 

 

By the 0700 radio sched the grey of dawn was lifting and there was still plenty of wind for 

making the boats go as fast as possible.  The radio humour suggested all the crews were 

having a good time and cooked breakfasts were being appreciated, for those that had 

them.  Few reported having much sleep. If you haven't tried to sleep on your Noelex while 

it is sailing, it is a rewarding challenge.  

 

By now there were only a few hours to go and some of the big boats were making their 

intentions clear, especially Masterpiece, a Farr 45 with a Royal  New Zealand Navy crew.  

 

However, this was a distance handicap race and both Noelexs kept charging hard, know-

ing every mile sailed converted into valuable corrected distance.  Sometime during the 

night Pulse had put an extra lap on Tussock Jumper, but as the 1100 finish countdown 

was called over the radio both boats were beating to windward behind Somes Island only 

a few 100 metres apart.  As we cleared the point and bore away for the marina, a quick 

wash down and a hot lunch was on everyone's mind.  On the dock it was smiles and 

handshakes as the two boats came out together and the crews tentatively walked  the 

pontoon.  

 

Prize giving confirmed this race should become a class fixture for our Association as both 

Noelexs beat their comparative competitors, including  the Davidson 28, Raven 26  and 

the Chico 31, coming 11th and 10th on actual distance sailed (Tussock Jumper 89.66 

and Pulse 98.53).  That extra 10 nautical miles put Pulse far enough ahead that our iden-

tical handicaps advanced her to overall Runner Up for the event with 158.92 nautical 

miles on corrected distance.  To show how close the race was, and how well the handi-

cap distance system works, Pulse was only 4 nm behind the winner, the storm-

ing  Masterpiece, on corrected dis-

tance. Tussock Jumper was 

10th on corrected distance with 

144.61 nm.  Opportunity abounds 

next year for N25s!  

 

Both Pulse and Tussock Jump-

er have confirmed they will be back 

for the race next year. It is great 

fun, and ideal course and a very do

-able challenge. We hope other No-

elex 25s will join us.   

 

If you're interested, please call Ed-

ward Cox on 021775733 or Matt 

Corcoran on 021 405 867.  
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2019 National Championships - Event Report 
By Charlotte (Elderberry Wine) 

 
 
For some people February is the peak of summer, for some N25 sailors it means the an-
nual preparation for the National Championships. After a very long trip to Dunedin in 
2018, we were more than happy to have the event closer to home this year. The drive to 
Taupo, on a normal day, 1.5 hour drive from Napier proved to be challenging, testing our 
patience somewhat. We found ourselves trapped between an endless row of cars of El-
ton John concert visitors heading for home, resulting in a trip of almost 3 hours to reach 
our destination. Once arrived our first mission was a lunch stop to charge the batteries to 
guarantee we were all set to prepare the boat. Since we don’t go cruising, we really lack 
experience to do this fast but hey, no need to rush really as we thought we had plenty of 
time ahead of us.  
 
The plan was to set up the boat before heading to the clubhouse in order to measure a 
few sails. While Bob dutifully reported for work, Barbara and I (responsible crewmem-
bers) went to the accommodation to check in and unload the car. A good 2 hours later, 
we were expecting to find Bob happily waiting for us ready to head out for dinner. Why is 
it that reality never matches expectation! It very quickly became clear that the couple of 
sails had multiplied, so when we arrived at LTYC, he was not at all ready to leave. As a 
matter of fact, a healthy dose of female persuasion was required to get him on his way to 
dinner. That is how a challenging day ended in the perfect way… 
 
Friday meant an early start as nerves were building up… what would the weather be like, 
how will the races evolve, who will lead the pack and many more unanswered questions. 
Launching was an easy manoeuvre as the ramps proved to be very user-friendly.  A short 
motor out to the course area and we were all set to go. It is an impressive sight to see a 
group of 17 Noelex 25’s heading out, all full of expectations of a good contest.  
 
The sailors, crew and boats in top condition but that did not apply to the wind… Not an 
easy task for the race officer to set a course with wind that decided to change continuous-
ly, not only in strength but in direction as well. Whilst Andrew, the race officer, had an-
nounced that he might try to get 4 races in on the first day, it soon became clear that this 
was going to be wishful thinking. As expected on a lake, the wind remained shifty, shak-
ing up the positions of the different boats all the time: at one point it could look as if you 
were at the front of the fleet but a couple of tacks later, dropping out of a lane of wind also 
meant you could drop 5 places. Races in these conditions go from good and intense to 
very frustrating because you could find yourself in an area where all wind had vanished… 
  
Lake Taupo Yacht Club knows how to deal with these circumstances though: we were all 
invited to a wonderful BBQ in the clubhouse where the hospitality of the hosting club be-
came more than obvious. A wonderful meal in combination with a lot of analysing of the 
past day and we were all ready to hit the sack. However, some crews felt the call for 
sleep sooner than others… would A G E be part of that, we wonder??? 
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Day two on the water: the brightest news was that the wind had gained in strength, so 
the prospects of some good sailing with tight racing were growing rapidly. Sailing how-
ever is a combination of many factors, one of them being the equipment. In the second 
race, all was going well for us until a shackle from the front decided to let go. The first 
reaction was one of disbelief, the second one was a quick succession of actions to 
solve this problem. Do I need to add that nerves and voices went up? But all in all, the 
Saturday offered us a great day of sailing with 4 races completed.  
 
Time flies when having fun, so before we realised, the last day of racing took place. It 
was as if the weather had given all it had to give as we fell back to very shifty winds 
which managed from time to time to disappear completely. Challenging for all sailors but 
above all challenging for the race officer. Nothing seemed to faze Andrew though; he 
patiently worked through the difficult weather and managed to get another 2 races in. 
Let me say that the last race proved to be the most demanding one for us…how does 
one get to the finish with no wind at all! 
 
How I wish I had my camera with me when sailing back in: a shot of all Noelex 25 would 
have been the reward. Next task was to prepare the boat for the drive home, something 
we did whilst discussing all that went wrong (from the captain’s point of view). Once 
everything secured, we headed to the club house in order to attend the last event of the 
championship: prize giving. We had already experienced the great hospitality of LTYC 

earlier on but ended up being 
happily surprised with another 
meal which was very much ap-
preciated in anticipation of the 
prize giving. It was great to see 
a fleet of 17 on the water with 
close racing throughout. 
 
 A happy crowd said goodbye 
to each other, already looking 
forward to next year for hope-
fully another great contest. 
Thanks LTYC, and Nikki, we 
did enjoy it! 
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2019 Noelex 25 National Championships 
Line Results 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Ranking Results 

2019 National Champion 
Outnumbered 

Rank Boat SailNo Club Helm 

1st Outnumbered 3537 Naval Point Bob Coultas 

2nd Elderberry Wine 3327 Napier Bob Witham 

3rd Que Sera Sera 3253 Mt Maunganui Derek Dunbar 

4th Sheet Music 3565 Napier Paul Redman 

5th Sweet Dream 672 Napier Geoff Huggett 

6th Revel 1079 Tauranga Holly Farmer 

7th Visions 3675 BOP David Goddard 

8th Fidelio 3713 BOP Nikki Johnson 

9th Wednesday Night Fever 3410 Lake Taupo Jamie Dale 

10th Mykonos 3528 Lake Taupo John Thornton 

11th Sure Thing 3013 Lake Taupo Michael Parfitt 

12th Sweet Magic 3600 Lake Taupo Bob Jollands 

13th Zuni 3554 Heretaunga Keith Fraser 

14th Second Edition 3381 Lake Taupo Peter Roberts 

15th Triple Expresso 3416 Napier Barry Kerr 

16th Tussock Jumper 1119 Lake Taupo Ian Goodall 

17th Pulse 3745 Lowry Bay Ed Cox 

NET PLACE   

Zuni -36 1 

Sweet Dreams -26 2 

Fidelio -24 3 

Sure Thing -22 4 

Second Edition -15 5 

Tussock Jumper -14 6 

Mykonos -12 7 

Sheet Music -11 8 

Pulse -7 9 

Outnumbered -7 10 

Sweet Magic -7 11 

Revel 1 12 

Wednesday Night Fever 5 13 

Elderberry Wine 8 14 

Visions 10 15 

Que Sera Sera 15 16 

Triple Expresso 22 17 
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Minutes of the AGM for the Noelex 25 Association 
Lake Taupo Yacht Club, Taupo 

Friday 8
th

 of February 2019 at 7.30pm 
  
 
 
Present:  
John Thornton (Mykonos), Bob Witham (Elderberry Wine), Bob Jollands (Sweet Magic), 
Barry Kerr (Triple Expresso), David and Leslie Goddard (Visions), Geoff Huggett (Sweet 
Dreams), Paul Redman (Sheet Music), Nick Coultas (Outnumbered), Michael Parfitt 
(Sure Thing), Helen Maxey (Revel), Barry Coulam (Melting Pot), Derek Dunbar (Que 
Sera Sera), Ian Goddall (Tussock Jumper), Peter Roberts (Second Edition), Edward 
Cox (Pulse), Nikki Johnson (Fidelio)  
 
 
Bob welcomed everyone to the AGM and thanked Lake Taupo for hosting the meeting 
and the BBQ. 
 
Apologies:  
Colin McDonald, Peter Millar, Phil Plimmer, Mike Keys,  
It was resolved that the apologies be accepted. 
        Barry Kerr/Nick Coultas 
        Carried unanimously 
 
 
Minutes: The minutes of the previous AGM held at Port Chalmers Yacht Club, Friday 
9

th
  February 2018 at 7.00pm were approved as a true and correct record. 

        Nick Coultas/ Bob Witham 
Carried unanimously 

 
Matters arising: 
Tri series trophies were used for NI Champs in 2018 so are back in circulation. 

 
Reports:    
President’s report – taken as read and approved 

 
Derek Dunbar / John Thornton 
Carried unanimously 

 
 

Treasurer’s report – taken as read 
The accounts including financial position for 2018 and proposed budget for 2019 were 
accepted. 
 

Derek Dunbar / Paul Redman 
Carried unanimously 

 
Measurer. No report was submitted. 
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Election of Officers:   

President: Bob Witham   Geoff Huggett/Derek Dunbar/unanimous 
Treasurer: Nikki Johnson  Paul Redman /David Goddard/unanimous 
Measurer: Derek Dumbar  John Thornton/Bob Jollands /unanimous 
 

Committee 
Gwyn Gilmour 
Peter Millar 
Neal Absalom 
Paul Redman 
Nick Coultas 
Colin Smith 
Alan Bathurst 
John Thornton 

Barry Kerr/Helen Maxey 
             Carried unanimously 
 
Remits:  

Remits 1 – 5 submitted by Bob Witham 

1. Rule 12 (a) (i) be altered to read as: Leech distance in a straight line from the 
head point to the clew point shall not exceed 7900mm. 

Derek Dunbar / Bob Witham 
Carried unanimously 

 

2. Rule 12 (a) (ii) be altered to read as: The head width including the headboard 
shall not exceed 125mm. 

Derek Dunbar / Bob Witham 

In discussion, the motion was amended 

Rule 12 (a) (ii) be altered to read as: The head width including the headboard 
shall not exceed 135mm. 

Ian Goodall/Geoff Huggett 
Carried unanimously 

 

The amended motion became the substantive motion and was voted on:   
            Bob Witham / Barry Kerr 

Carried unanimously 

 

3. Rule 12 (a) (iii) be altered to read as: The top batten shall extend from the leech 
to the luff and the prolongation of the pocket lower edge to the luff and the leech 
shall be between 1700 and 1800mm from the head point and not exceed 1300mm 
in length. Delete rule 12 (a) (iv) 

Derek Dunbar / Bob Witham 
Carried unanimously 
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5. General notes for measurements table. 

The table is missing maximum sizes for several measurements. 

 8c (ii) max 7200 mm 

 10b (i) max 3280 mm 

 12 a (i) max 7900 mm 

 12a (ii) Change to 135 mm from 120 mm if Remit 2 above approved 

 12a (iv) change 12a(iii); if Remit 3 above is approved  

 
Derek Dunbar / Bob Witham 
Carried unanimously 

 
6.  Change to rule 12 (a) 
Submitted by David Goddard 
 
12. SAILS 
12(a) Mainsail.   The mainsail shall be made of white single ply woven sail cloth of an 
even weight throughout. 
 
Change to:  The mainsail can be made of white single ply woven sail cloth of even 
weight throughout with the exception of the small narrow shelf sail panel connect-
ed to the foot bolt rope which can be a lighter weight single ply woven material.  
 
David introduced the reason for the motion which was to make existing sails compliant 
with the rules. 

David Goddard / Helen Maxey 
Carried unanimously 

 
8. Re-issue of Weight Certificate 
 
Derek introduced the discussion by noting that he felt that weight certificates should be 
issued to owners and should not be able to be transferred directly between owners.  
Derek considers that when a boat is transferred to a new owner, that some sort of 
check should be done to ensure that no alterations have been made that could impact 
on the weight.  Other members felt that it was important that the process was not diffi-
cult as the system is largely based on trust that current owners don’t alter their weight 
and the same should be true of new owners. 
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It was agreed that a simple process be developed for the reissuance of weight certifi-
cates 

Derek Dunbar / Barry Kerr 
Carried unanimously 

 
Likely process for consideration 
• The new owner applies for an updated weight certificate, and in doing so makes a 

declaration that nothing has been altered. 
• A N25 Assn Committee member will view the boat for compliance with the previ-

ous weight certificate. 
• On notification from the Committee member, the Measurer will re-issue a new 

weight certificate for the new owner. 
 

General Business: 
Jonty Farmer – presentation of the life membership certificate will take place at the 
2019 Nats Prize Giving 

 
David introduced a discussion around whether moulded sails should be accepted by 
the Class.  It was agreed that the members required information from sail makers on 
performance, lifetime, cost to further consider the issue. 
• David agreed to collate this and share with the membership for feedback in ad-

vance of the AGM to determine if a remit would be supported. 
• David will also investigate whether a sail should be made up for testing, to give 

specific feedback on performance.  The Committee will decide if this is feasible 
depending on the cost. 

 
Next contest venue – two options are being considered: 
• Motueka – need to check facilities, race officer and tides.  Appeal for those who 

want to go cruising before/after the event.  Limited number of local boats. 
• Lyttleton – some local boats 
Nikki agreed to seek feedback by a survey on the preferred venue. 

 
 
Meeting closed at 8.21 pm 
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Life member - Jonty Farmer 
By Lynette Farmer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It gave Jonty a lot of pleasure to accept the trophy for being the first Noelex 25 Life Member this 
year in Taupo, where he had gone to watch our daughter, Holly, skipper the Tauranga entry in 
the National N25 Championships.  The trap was set and he was totally caught by surprise, but 
recovered sufficiently to enjoy the moment, and appreciate the award. 
 
Jonty’s involvement with Noelex 25’s goes right back to the beginning when Steve Marten was 
making them in Auckland.  The history is well documented on the N25 website, and over 60 of 
them were completed in Rotorua with Jonty’s rig and sails.  As well as selling them, he promoted 
them at BOPTYS, where he served on the executive committee for several years, and was vice 
commodore from 1981– 1982, and helped create a positive and competitive racing culture.  In 
championship races there in 1984, 10 our of 22 boats listed were N25s. 
 
The first boat sold was the plug, Grumpy’s Toy, which was nearly lost one blustery day at Lake 
Rotoiti when Max rigged up self steering gear during a race, then accidentally fell overboard, 
leaving the boat sailing off on its own toward a jetty.  Jonty managed to leap, like a circus acro-
bat, from our boat onto Grumpy’s Toy, while another N25 raced to pick up Max.  Luckily it all 
ended happily. 
 
The N25 is a good reliable, seaworthy boat, and our family enjoyed many cruises up and down 
the coast to the beautiful Mercury Islands.  And around the Bay of Islands when our youngest, 
Phillippa, was only five months old, as well as much time on Lake Rotoiti.  Cruising was a new 
experience for Jonty, after the intense competitive racing he had in the Finn, and other dinghy 
classes.  The whole family was now involved in his sport, and while that certainly made him less 
competitive, he did enjoy a little success in the N25, coming 2nd in the prestigious Feltex Regat-
ta with a team from the BOPTYS in 1982, and also a 2nd in a National Championship. 
 
His own successes have been many, and a few of the highlights are being NZ Champion in the 
Zephyr class in 1962, and being, at 23 years old, the then youngest yachtsman to represent NZ 
in the Olypmics, in Mexico in 1968 and came 11th.  He was part of the support team at the 1972 
Olympics and again represented NZ at the 1976 Olympics in Montreal, Canada.  In 1973 he was 
NZ Finn Champion and also won the National Finn Championships of Austria and Britain in the 
same year.  He has been NZ Finn Champion four times.  His successes in the Finn Gold Cup 
(World Championship) are 3rd in Malmo, Sweden, 1975 and 2nd at Brisbane, Australia, 1976.  
The only other Finn sailor to get near this was Dan Slater in 2008 at Melbourne where he came 
2nd. 
 
More recently Jonty helped at the very successful World Blind Sailing Championships in Rotorua 
in 2009, with sails and setting the N25’s up.  He also assisted at the Blind and Vision impaired 
Matchracing Challenge at Tauranga in 2002, and has been active in helping get Sailabillity Tau-
ranga established over the past two years.  This charity provides sailing opportunities for sailors 
with disabilities.  
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Lake Hawea - Cruising notes  

by Paul Mosley 

 
Lake Hawea is a near neighbour of Lake Wanaka, and has a lot of similarities in terms of 

landscape and climate. However, it is more open, lying in a steep-sided glaciated valley, 

with few places that provide sheltered anchorage. Hawea has a reputation for unpredicta-

ble winds and unforgiving conditions when things turn rough, and is relatively little visited 

by yachts, in comparison with Wanaka. Nevertheless, it is well worth a visit, under the 

right weather conditions, if only because (according to Fish and Game Otago) it is widely 

regarded as the best freshwater sports fishery in the South Island. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking north up the lake from the south end, near the holiday park. 

 

Hawea provides storage for power stations further down the Clutha River, and lake levels 

can vary by up to 8 metres. A control structure was commissioned in 1958 that raised 

lake level by 18 metres; a large area of valley flats were drowned, and the lake upstream 

of Little Hopwood Burn is only a few metres deep at normal summer levels, and may be 

inaccessible at lower levels. At normal levels, the lake is 35 km long, 124 sq km in area, 

and has a maximum depth of almost 400 metres. 

 

Access 
Hawea is best accessed from the south, via Wanaka. The road over Haast Pass and up 

the West Coast to Hokitika is rather rough for towing a Noelex 25, and the undulating and 

uneven surface in many places must put a lot of stress on the trailer and boat. Wanaka, 

of course, has all the services that one might require; Hawea has a store, hotel, vehicle 

servicing, petrol station. There is a very nice holiday park right next to the launching ramp 

that is a good place for an overnight stay if one arrives later in the day. 

 

The launching ramp at the south end of the lake is excellent – although so steep that get-

ting the boat onto the trailer can be tricky – with plenty of space for rigging and parking. It 

is quite sheltered, and the jetty right next to the ramp simplifies launching and recovery. 

Launching also is possible off a gravel beach up at the Neck and another at Kidds Bush, 

but can hardly be recommended when there is an excellent ramp only a few kilometres 

away. 
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Sailing Conditions 
During the summer, the prevailing winds are down the lake, although southerlies also 

are experienced. During the day, it tends to be calm until late morning, and then the 

wind strengthens until late afternoon before dying away again, for a calm night. Like the 

other high country lakes, a northerly wind can spring up very quickly and unpredictably, 

and create unpleasant sailing conditions in the open lake. The exact pattern of winds on 

the lake is influenced by the valley topography, particularly past Dingle Burn through to 

Rocky Point, and around Silver Island. The stronger winds set up a steep chop which is 

hard work to beat into. 

 

Approaching Rocky Point on the 

right, with the Peninsula in the 

middle distance and Silver Is-

land just in front of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are few sheltered anchorages on Hawea. The area around the launching ramp is 

quite sheltered, with some gustiness. Shelter can be found in northerly conditions at the 

head of the western arm, at the Neck, and to a degree along the northern shore of this 

arm. It is surprisingly sheltered from strong northerly and westerly winds, considering 

that it is separated from Lake Wanaka and the Makarora valley only by a low saddle. 

The bays in behind Silver Island provide perhaps the best shelter from the north, and to 

a degree from the south (by the island itself). Our exploration in March 2019, at normal 

summer lake levels, revealed nowhere else that we regarded as acceptable shelter, 

even in the moderate conditions then prevailing, particularly bearing in mind that wind 

directions can change mark-

edly during the day and night. 

At lower lake levels, the pic-

ture would be different, but as 

the shoreline would move fur-

ther out into the lake, I expect 

that a boat would be even 

more exposed to wind and 

waves. 

Silver Island Bay provides 

shelter from the north, but a 

south wind blows straight into 

it. Silver Island (out of sight to 

the right) provides shelter 

from the south if one anchors 

in its lee. 
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Hazards 
The District Council’s Boating Guide shows a number of hazards, not at all accurately in 

some cases. The greatest hazards are the drowned trees found at the mouth of several 

of the side streams in the northern lake, and the extensive area of drowned trees – for-

mer wind breaks – from Big Hopwood Burn north. At normal summer lake levels these 

trees mostly project above water, and one can find a path through them, but at higher 

levels they would be less easy to spot. As the water at normal summer level is only 2-3 

metres deep upstream of Big Hopwood Burn, this part of the lake would become inac-

cessible at lower lake levels, regardless of the trees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approaching the head of the lake, with the mountains of the Main Divide in the distance. 

 

Activities 
Fish and Game Otago describes Hawea as “a relatively easy lake to fish for anglers of 

all abilities”, notes that trolling is the most popular method, and that spinning provides 

the best catch rate. Local knowledge is obviously handy; we watched a couple of guys 

launch a boat from the beach in Silver Island Bay, motor across to the island, anchor 

and put out their lines, and within less than ten minutes catch what they wanted, motor 

back to the beach, retrieve the boat, and drive off. 

 

There are many opportunities for walking and tramping around Hawea. A particularly 

nice walk is from the anchorage at Silver Island Bay along the Turihuka Track, over the 

peninsula to the north of Silver Island. Sawyer Burn Track is accessed from the bay at 

Kidds Bush, and leads up to bushline and Sawyer Burn Hut. If one can reach the head 

of the lake, then it is possible to walk along the vehicle track up the Hunter Valley. The 

scenery doesn’t change much unless one walks a long way, but at least one can have 

the satisfaction of visiting a place that very few others manage to reach! However, most 

of the tramping and walking opportunities around Lake Hawea are best accessed by 

road rather than by lake – perhaps leave the boat on its trailer at the launching ramp, 

and take off for a few days to explore one or two of the tracks listed on the Destination 

Hawea pamphlet (further information is available from DoC Wanaka or the DoC web-

site). 
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Looking north towards the head of the lake from the track over the Peninsula. 

 

 

Further Information 
Useful information is provided by: 

Boating Guide: Lakes Wanaka & Hawea (Queenstown Lakes District Council) 

 

Lake Hawea (Fish & Game New Zealand, Otago Region) 

 

Hawea pamphlet and map (Destination Hawea; available at Lake Hawea Holiday Park 

and other businesses in Hawea) 
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/noelex25/  

The Noelex 25 Assn has changed to a group on facebook to allow more interaction  
between members.   

 
Now you can post questions, photo’s, stories and share with fellow Noelex 25 owners.  

Please join the page and get involved. 

Rubbing Strip 

 

We are considering another bulk order of the rubbing strip that fits the Noelex 

25.  We have to order a minimum length and that means we need to determine 

how much interest there is from members.  The cost will be ~$490 +freight and 

will be confirmed once we know if we have enough orders to proceed. 

 

If you are interested in purchasing a rubbing strip and haven’t done so already,  

please contact Nikki via email noelex25association@gmail.com  

so we can proceed with an order. 

Chairman 

Bob Witham ELDERBERRY WINE  bobwitham49@gmail.com  

Measurer 

Derek Dumbar QUE SERA SERA  derek@tdhaulage.co.nz   

Treasurer/Secretary 

Nikki Johnson FIDELIO  noelex25association@gmail.com  


